Capturing highly dynamic biological processes at cellular resolution is a recurring challenge in biology. Here we show that combining selective-volume illumination with simultaneous acquisition of orthogonal light-fields yields 3D images with high, isotropic spatial resolution and a significant reduction of reconstruction artefacts, thereby overcoming current limitations of light-field microscopy implementations. We demonstrate Medaka heart and blood flow imaging with single-cell resolution and free of motion artefacts at volume rates <200Hz.
INTRODUCTION
Many important tissue-scale biological processes occur in three dimensions and on millisecond time-scales, such as action potentials in neuronal networks, calcium signaling, or the dynamics of beating hearts in small animals. Investigating these phenomena requires imaging techniques capable of recording the intricate dynamics on a broad range of spatial and temporal scales. Light-field microscopy (LFM) has emerged as a particularly elegant and powerful technique for fast and instantaneous 3D imaging in biology, as it captures a 3D image with a single camera snapshot. This is achieved by recording the entire 4D light-field, containing information about both the 2D location as well as the 2D angle of the incident light, on a single 2D camera sensor, from which the original 3D distribution of (fluorescent) emitters in a volume of interest can be deduced 1, 2 . and minimized erroneous reconstruction artefacts from out-of-volume emitters which are otherwise excited in typical wide-field illumination schemes 4 . Detecting the emitted fluorescence via two identical objectives placed at a perpendicular angle with respect to each other, and orthogonally to the illumination objective, further allowed us to perform dual-view data fusion and deconvolution of the simultaneously acquired light-fields. This effectively yielded an isotropic spatial resolution of ~2µm, independent of axial position. In addition to providing isotropic resolution, the dualview capability of our microscope further optimizes resolution across imaging depth, an effect that is particularly prominent for axial resolution at image planes close to the border as well as the center of the volumetric field-of-view. Furthermore, this significantly reduces the presence of image planes containing reconstruction artefacts (so called artefact planes 2 ). To demonstrate the system's ability to capture fast 3D processes with isotropic resolution, we imaged the beating heart of a 8dpf Medaka larvae across a 300x300x300µm FOV at a volumetric speed of 143Hz. This allowed us to spatially and temporally resolve the myocardiac tissue layer with single-cell resolution, significantly better compared to traditional 'single-view' (epi-) light-field detection. Furthermore, we also demonstrate 3D imaging and tracking of blood flow in Medaka blood vessels with 200Hz volume rate, sufficient to capture the dynamics of individual blood cells without motion blur over 200x200x200µm. 
CONCLUSIONS
summary, we have implemented a selective-volume illumination dual-view LFM and demonstrated its ability to image highly dynamic processes with cellular isotropic resolution and minimal artefacts. The increased and more uniform spatial resolution together with higher contrast were crucial for imaging the beating heart and blood flow dynamics of 8 dpf medaka at single-cell resolution and with a 200 Hz volume rate. The simultaneous use of two objectives in Iso-LFM effectively doubles the light collection efficiency and eliminates spatiotemporal ambiguity associated with 3D imaging approaches based on sequential recording of image planes. Currently, the upper limit in imaging speed is given by the camera read-out time (4 ms) and is not fluorescence-limited (exposure time of 1 ms). Thus, we foresee that future camera developments featuring multi-area read-out architectures can further increase the overall imaging speed towards the volumetric kilohertz regime. This would make Iso-LFM an attractive tool to record voltage dynamics on millisecond time scales in 3D within small neuronal networks.
